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Marketing and Communications Professional | Portfolio 

Blogs and web articles (research/interviews; pieces 500 words 
or more) 
 
Health care 
 
Understanding substance use disorder in health care professionals | Start Your Recovery | 2024 

Problem gambling | Start Your Recovery | 2023 

Medication Treatment for Substance Use Disorder | Start Your Recovery | 2023 
 
Methadone | Start Your Recovery | 2023 
 
Opioids and Fentanyl | Start Your Recovery | 2023 
 
Veterans, military, general info (reported; articles ghostwritten for thought leaders and staff) 
 
VA’s updated mission statement reflects diversity of Veteran population | Rally Point | March 28, 2023 
 
How my canine companion inspired me to serve other Veterans in need | RallyPoint | March 27, 2023 
 
Five tips for making the most of your money at every stage of service | RallyPoint | March 6, 2023 
 
Veterans Together Town Hall Roundup: VA Secretary Denis McDonough answers RallyPoint member 
questions | RallyPoint | Nov. 22, 2022 
  
From colonial pensions to comprehensive care for Veterans: VA is always evolving | RallyPoint | July 29, 
2021 

DOD ramps up vaccine efforts as services’ inoculation rates vary | RallyPoint | April 28, 2021 
 
Schooled not scammed in military tuition assistance: Choosing the right education and training program 
for you. Part I | Part II | RallyPoint | April 23, 2021 

Service members and Veterans are key focus of new suicide prevention and mental health laws | 
RallyPoint | Nov. 13, 2020 
 
RallyPoint’s mission to prevent suicide among service members and Veterans | Bob McDonald | Aug. 20, 
2020 (blog authored for former U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs Secretary Bob McDonald, who is 
now chairman of RallyPoint and who served on the Biden-Harris Transition Team Advisory Board for VA). 
 
Health executive credits VA with post-military career rise (for VA as a federal contractor) | Feb. 12, 2020 
 
Change agent transforms the way VA serves Veterans (for VA as a federal contractor) | Oct. 9, 2019 
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Toolkits  
 
National Fund for Workforce Solutions 

 Provided organizational and messaging guidance and substantive editing services for systems 
change toolbox, https://nationalfund.org/systems-change-toolbox. 

 Provided organizational and messaging guidance and substantive editing services for Designing a 
Human-Centered Workplace tool, https://nationalfund.org/our-resources/tools.  

 Ghost-wrote thought leader blog, including one introducing the workplace tool. 
 
Campaigns (and sample highlights) 
 
Explore VA: Crafted the campaign’s overall theme and approach and worked with no fewer than nine 
VA program offices to develop specific messages and integrated content for each of Explore VA’s nine 
benefit areas. Developed website copy, fact sheets, motion graphics, email campaigns, brochures, 
posters and more. Email and keyword ad campaigns drove traffic to the Explore VA website (now 
VA.gov), where engaging content and prominent apply buttons converted visitors into active benefit 
seekers. The website has been transformed into simplified pages, but much of the content I helped 
develop lives on. 
 
Sample highlights (motion graphics/script writing): Interviewed subject matter experts and wrote nine 
motion graphic scripts for nine benefits. Provided consultation on creative. Representative videos 
include: 

 Housing: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ikqlo1p85vA  
 Life insurance: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i_mXLDBeC-c 
 Memorial services: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c3hsIEj6Hpo 

 

Ending Veteran Homelessness: Supported VA’s Homeless Veteran Outreach Campaign in the years 
leading up to VA announcing in 2016 a nearly 50 percent drop in Veteran homelessness. Led all 
communications and outreach, including drafting ad copy for targeted 25-city paid media campaign 
involving geotargeted digital and out-of-home placements, and writing blogs, communications plans, 
success stories and web copy.  

Sample highlights (web copy, digital tools): 

 Ending Veteran Homelessness website and real stories (developed website section and content 
by interviewing subjects for stories): https://www.va.gov/HOMELESS and 
https://www.va.gov/homeless/successstories/index.asp.  

 Outreach tools: Event in a box https://www.va.gov/HOMELESS/get_involved.asp#accordion-
event-in-a-box; housing toolkit: https://www.va.gov/HOMELESS/get_involved.asp#accordion-
toolkits; employment toolkit: https://www.va.gov/HOMELESS/get_involved.asp#accordion-
toolkits. (Latter two tools won awards.)  
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Hepatitis testing and treatment: Managed VA’s 18-city paid media out-of-
home (exterior) and national magazine advertising program to reach 
Veterans at risk of hepatitis C, educate them about their options and 
encourage them to visit VA for testing and new, advanced treatments. 
Working with VA and a graphic designer, created magazine ad copy  
designed to encourage Veterans from the baby-boomer generation to 
assess whether they should get tested. The out-of-home ad copy used a 
peer-to-peer message — I’m free of hepatitis C, you can be, too — to 
communicate how VA can help Veterans get tested and treated. Each of 
the 18-city ads displayed customized phone numbers that directed 
Veterans’ calls to the nearest local VA medical center. 

Sample highlights (ad theme and copy; direct photographer; work with 
graphic designer):  
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VA Careers: Oversaw communications and marketing for this nationwide recruitment, marketing, public 
relations and advertising campaign designed to attract critical medical personnel to work at VA. Work 
involved creating and developing themes, concepts, plans, blogs, advertisements, fact sheets, video 
scripts, web copy, strategies and more to raise awareness about the people of VA and the benefits of a 
VA career.  

Sample highlights (brochures — writing, editing, strategy):  

Total Rewards of a VA Career (rolled out on the web and drafted/implemented the marketing strategy in 
late 2019 that quickly achieved thousands of views and demands for more products).  

   
Flyer Brochure  Marketing Strategy 

 
Case Studies  
 
As a contractor for Aptive, drafted the case studies and wrote many of the communications — ad copy, 
blogs, brochures, communications plans, fact sheets, video scripts — for projects/campaigns related to: 
 

 Communicating Geospatial Informatics 
 Encouraging Hepatitis C Testing and Treatment 
 Ending Veteran Homelessness 
 Promoting Military Financial Readiness 

 
Corporate website copy 

 Aptive Resources: https://www.aptiveresources.com  
 SJ Tech: https://www.sjtechcorp.com/about-us  
 NFL Operations: https://operations.nfl.com (early framing of this website and story editing) 
 Start Your Recovery: https://startyourrecovery.org (engaged to research/write web articles on 

misused substances) 
 Trusted Element: drafted copy for unlaunched business; see presentation attached 
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OTHER SAMPLES  

Health Care (report writing) 

Mended Hearts Heart Guide (Won Clearmark Award) 
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Choose VA video copy displayed in Times Square 
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Financial (collateral development), for DOD Financial Readiness Office 
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Technology (writing and collateral development), for VA Privacy Office 
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Technology (writing and collateral development), for DOD Army Geospatial Center 
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Technology (writing and collateral development), for SJ Technologies  
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